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LGBTQ+ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer) individuals are at significantly higher risk for mental health
challenges than the general population. Social media and online communities provide avenues for LGBTQ+
individuals to have safe, candid, semi-anonymous discussions about their struggles and experiences. We study
minority stress through the language of disclosures and self-experiences on the r/lgbt Reddit community.
Drawing on Meyer’s minority stress theory, and adopting a combined qualitative and computational approach,
we make three primary contributions, 1) a theoretically grounded codebook to identify minority stressors
across three types of minority stress—prejudice events, perceived stigma, and internalized LGBTphobia, 2) a
machine learning classifier to scalably identify social media posts describing minority stress experiences,
that achieves an AUC of 0.80, and 3) a lexicon of linguistic markers, along with their contextualization in
the minority stress theory. Our results bear implications to influence public health policy and contribute to
improving knowledge relating to the mental health disparities of LGBTQ+ populations. We also discuss the
potential of our approach to enable designing online tools sensitive to the needs of LGBTQ+ individuals.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the past three decades, there has been increasing public and scientific awareness of lesbian,
gay, bisexual, transgender, and additional sexual and gender minority (LGBTQ+) lives, experiences,
struggles, and other matters. LGBTQ+ is an acronym used to refer to individuals who use these
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sexual or gender identity labels as personally meaningful for them, acknowledging that sexual and
gender identities are complex and historically situated1 .
Studies in the 1980s by Schneider et al. uncovering the concerning rates of reported suicidal
behavior among gay youth was one of the first notable public research centered around LGBTQ+
issues and their mental health [96]. Thereafter, numerous studies have provided evidence of
heightened risk of mental illnesses and suicide in LGBTQ+ populations [34, 89, 104]. Alarmingly,
Marshal et al.’s meta-analysis reported that sexual minority individuals were three times as likely to
report suicidality and attempted suicide in contrast to others who did not hold these identities [63].
Despite growing evidence, the causes and correlates of these mental health disparities are
underexplored. The experiences of LGBTQ+ people must be better understood in order to develop
care and intervention strategies that cater to their struggles [80]. Unfortunately, most mental health
interventions rarely cater to the unique needs of LGBTQ+ individuals, and most counselors never
receive training in working effectively with LGBTQ+ clients [106].
Sociologist Ilan H. Meyer in 1995 provided a theoretical framework to conceptualize the mental
health of LGBTQ+ individuals [68]. Drawing upon initial conceptualization by Brooks [14], Meyer’s
minority stress theory, which has enjoyed widespread empirical support, contextualizes minority
stress as “psychosocial stress derived from minority status” that the LGBTQ+ individuals experience [68]. State-of-the-art approaches of measuring minority stressors rely on self-reports, surveys,
and under-representative convenience samples, limiting generalizability due to the challenges
of accessing a stigmatized, hard-to-reach population [9]. These approaches may also suffer from
limitations due to the discomfort of the respondents who have to recollect sensitive experiences of
prejudice, stigma, discrimination, violence, and social rejection and isolation [31, 91]. Consequently,
there is a gap in research around understanding and quantifying stressors that are identified by
distressed LGBTQ+ individuals to bear negative impacts on their mental health.
The Internet has been identified to be a place where many LGBTQ+ individuals are coming
out, finding peers, and seeking help, because of prevailing ignorance and prejudice about LGBTQ+
issues in offline contexts [65, 66]. Additionally, we note that recent social computing literature
has situated semi-anonymous and anonymous social media sites like Reddit as platforms to study
mental health since they enable non-judgmental and candid discourse around issues that otherwise
might be stigmatizing in the society [4, 27]. This paper posits that such online self-disclosure and
support seeking practices of LGBTQ+ individuals, therefore, offer a new opportunity to tackle the
challenges involved in lessening LGBTQ+ mental health disparities.
In particular, we target the research question of, how can we automatically infer minority stress expressions on social media at scale?. By leveraging public data of online discussions of self-identifying
LGBTQ+ individuals on Reddit, we develop computational and analytic approaches to understand,
assess, and examine minority stress and draw meaningful insights into the unique mental health
challenges and needs of LGBTQ+ individuals. We make three primary contributions:
• A codebook to identify minority stressors in social media per Meyer’s minority stress theory.
• A machine learning classifier to identify social media posts on experiences of minority stress.
• A lexicon of social media language markers contextualized in the minority stress theory.
We collect 12.6K posts from r/lgbt subreddit, and we qualitatively annotate 350 of them regarding
whether they contain expressions of minority stress. In the process, we develop a codebook based on
Meyer’s minority stress theory, operationalizing three types of minority stressors, prejudice events,
perceived stigma, and internalized LGBTphobia. Next, we develop a machine learning classifier
that uses features based on word embeddings, psycholinguistic attributes, open-vocabulary based
n-grams, hateful keywords, and linguistic expressions of mental health symptoms to identify
minority stress in the language of self-disclosing LGBTQ+ individuals. After demonstrating this
1 The

“plus” in LGBTQ+ is inclusive of additional groups, including but not limited to asexual, intersex, queer, questioning,
pansexual, non-binary, etc.
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classifier to provide robust and stable performance with an AUC of 0.80, we machine label our
entire dataset. We proceed to study the linguistic markers associated with minority stress and build
a lexicon of minority stress markers using an unsupervised language modeling technique [37]. We
situate our observations of a qualitative examination of these linguistic markers in the minority
stress theory, thereby establishing both face and construct validity of the lexicon. The lexicon
additionally provides aggregated inferences about the nature and topics of discourse associated
with the language of minority stress on social media — we find that the posts that are associated
with minority stress are mostly personal and about self-life experiences, whereas the posts that
do not express minority stress, are about general issues faced by the minority communities, and
demonstrate a sense of community, inclusiveness, diversity, and are about raising awareness.
To our knowledge, this is the first study that utilizes the discussions in a semi-anonymous
LGBTQ+ online community to develop a framework for characterizing the mental health challenges
of LGBTQ+ people. Our findings have widespread implications for online community design and
functioning, that can better support the mental health needs of a marginalized and stigmatized population like LGBTQ+ individuals. The research also offers new avenues for public health intervention
and policy change to better address the mental health disparities of LGBTQ+ individuals.
Ethics and Disclosure. Given the sensitivities of this work, we include a self-reflexivity statement.
a) Because we use publicly accessible, historical, deidentified posts from Reddit without any
interaction with the authors of these posts, our work did not qualify for approval from the relevant
institutional review boards. Nevertheless, we took great care in the manner data and analyses
are presented in the paper, for instance, by avoiding any personally identifiable information and
paraphrasing any quote that we reference to reduce traceability. b) These paraphrased excerpts of
self-experiences by Reddit posters are only used in this paper to help ground our results. However,
some of this content may be sensitive, so we suggest caution to the readers. c) Multiple coauthors
on the papers hold different LGBTQ+ identities, which has enabled us to incorporate sensitivity in
the framing of the work and contextualize our findings in the light of our own lived experiences. d)
Despite these above points, we recognize and acknowledge the limitations of our methodological
approach and our position as researchers and outsiders to this particular online community. We
describe our limitations and ethical considerations further in the Discussion section.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Minority Stress Theory
LGBTQ+ individuals are known to suffer from widespread health disparities [40], and are also
thrice more likely than others to experience a mental health condition [74]. LGBTQ+ mental health
disparities and risks are associated with minority stressors such as depression, post-traumatic
stress disorder, suicidal ideation, and substance abuse [56, 69]. Generally speaking, minority stress
is a concept developed by sociologists and psychologists to explain the unique pressures faced
by members of minority groups [14, 68]. Specific to LGBTQ+ individuals, “stigma, prejudice,
and discrimination create a hostile and stressful social environment that causes mental health
problems” [68]. Minority stress theory proposes that sexual and gender minority health disparities
can be explained largely by stressors induced by a hostile, homophobic, and transphobic culture,
which often leads to harassment, mistreatment, and victimization, and may ultimately impact
access to care [32, 41, 50, 59, 69]. Minority stressors related to one’s LGBTQ+ identity can cause
significant stress which could ultimately affect physical and mental health outcomes [69].
Most prior minority stress research has relied on convenience-based samples, such as surveys,
to collect data on minority stress’s prevalence and impacts. A notable study concluded that the
LGBTQ+ population requires public health attention beyond what can be targeted with surveys [76].
Examining the effects of minority stress factors on LGBTQ+ individuals’ mental health is complicated, as recruitment for research studies and subsequent behavioral interventions remains limited
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and challenging due to difficulty accessing the community [64]. These limitations ultimately result
in ambiguity about the extent to which LGBTQ+ individuals experience stressors such as prejudice,
rejection and discrimination, and how to quantify these stressors to support interventions.
Our research aims to leverage LGBTQ+ online discussions to identify minority stressors, situated in minority stress theory [68]. By focusing on data contributed by self-disclosing LGBTQ+
individuals on semi-anonymous social media (Reddit), our approach tackles challenges of accessing
this “hard to reach” population [64] by focusing on individuals spanning geographies, and a range
of sexual and gender identities.
2.2 LGBTQ+ People’s Social Media Use
Many LGBTQ+ people engage in online activities and communities, which can be affirming and
positive online spaces for them [51]. A 2011 national survey of LGBTQ+ youth reported that this
population spent more time online, and were more likely to have close online friends, compared to
non-LGBTQ+ youth [79]. Social media platforms enable LGBTQ+ people to seek and find health
information [49, 61], yet this practice can sometimes be invalidating when one’s specific identity
or health concern is not represented online [61]. Tumblr has often been recognized as particularly
LGBTQ+- friendly [18, 21, 36, 77]. Some of Reddit’s features, such as anonymous and pseudonymous
identities, enable LGBTQ+ communities to form and thrive [26, 39].
LGBTQ+ individuals often present identities differently among separate and sometimes overlapping networks of people across the social media ecosystem [33, 44]. This multiplicity is often
necessary during identity construction [44], but also involves employing different features on
multiple platforms to make self-presentation decisions that fit one’s identity and allow one to avoid
stigma [33]. Posting on social media can also be a way to weed out who in one’s network is and is
not supportive of one’s LGBTQ+ identity [12]. Some LGBTQ+ individuals face challenges when
using social media sites, due to the persistence of personal data linked to a past identity [46], and
privacy related complexities [12, 21]. Yet, social media can be an important place for online LGBTQ+
presentation due to the ability to maintain boundaries between different identities and networks,
thus enabling a relatively safe space for identity exploration and transition [17, 44].
Researchers have shown how social media sites and other social technologies often do not fully
account for the needs of LGBTQ+ users [1, 21, 48]. Some of the difficult experiences LGBTQ+ users
face involve elements of minority stress [36, 45, 61, 95]. Moreover, despite data suggesting the
utility of online support for LGBTQ+ individuals, online communities have been underutilized to
understand this population’s mental health. Our work aims to fill this existing gap in prior research.
2.3 Stigma, Self-Disclosure, and Mental Health Support Seeking on Social Media
When people face emotional challenges, they often wish to disclose that experience to others [81],
and people tend to disclose more in online settings [102]. In social media contexts, people often
face difficulty deciding if and how to disclose emotional experiences that carry stigma [2], and
must manage difficult tensions between disclosure desires and impression management [75]. Thus,
people often disclose selectively to particular audiences [5, 105], often after substantial time has
passed [2, 98], or share less or no content [72]. Yet despite the barriers to disclosing stigmatized
experiences on identified social media sites [11], when people do disclose, they often receive positive
benefits such as receiving social support [6, 45, 75].
Social media platforms like Reddit that enable pseudonymity enable disclosure for stigmatized
experiences and communities [3, 4]. As one example of the positive benefits of Reddit as a platform
that enables anonymous disclosures, Andalibi et al. found that throwaway accounts on Reddit can
be helpful for men to disclose past experiences of sexual abuse, despite the substantial stigma that
men face around sexual abuse [4]. Anonymity or pseudonymity further facilitate people feeling
safe in an online community of similar others [2, 44].
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Fig. 1. Description of data in the subreddit r/lgbt: (a) Histogram of the distribution of the length of posts
against the number of posts, (b) Top 30 keywords used in posts.

In a parallel line of research, researchers have employed computational and machine learning
approaches to study stigmatizing experiences and mental health concerns on social media sites,
specifically Reddit [27, 29, 30, 38, 99]. One study examined a variety of mental health support
communities on Reddit, such as r/SuicideWatch and r/depression and found that self-disclosure
expressions align with clinical literature on mental health [27]. Researchers also used self-experience
posts on Reddit communities to build machine learning classifiers that identify expressions of
mental health (e.g., depression, suicidal ideation, mental illness severity) [10, 20, 92, 93].
Together, this body of research motivates both our objective of studying self-disclosure expressions related to stigmatized experiences on Reddit, as well as our approach to scalably investigate
the language associated with a specific kind of stigmatized mental health experience (minority
stress) that caters to a specific population (LGBTQ+ identities).
3 DATA
This paper studies the language shared by self-disclosing LGBTQ+ individuals on social media. In
particular, we use Reddit – it is a widely used semi-anonymous online social forum. The platform
organizes discussions into a variety of sub-communities called subreddits. There are dedicated
subreddits that focus on LGBTQ+ issues. Using Reddit’s subreddit search feature, we surfaced
subreddits such as r/lgbt, r/LGBTPolitics, r/dixiequeer, r/lgbtaww, and r/ainbow that are contextually
related. For the purposes of this paper, where we focus on the language related to self-experiences
and mental health, we direct our attention to the largest of all these subreddits, r/lgbt, which defines
itself as a safe space for members of GSRM (Gender, Sexual, and Romantic Minority) to “discuss
their lives, issues, interests, and passions” and welcomes all GSRM members “beyond lesbian, gay,
bisexual, and transgender people.” It has been active for the last nine years, has considerable traffic,
and is heavily moderated by a group of 25 moderators who ensure access to high-quality content. As
of March 2019, the subreddit has about 295,000 subscribers. Together, our choice of this community
is driven by the rationale that it provides us a large-scale, broad, and diverse dataset with minimal
or low noise (due to content moderation) towards studying the language of LGBTQ+ individuals,
and distinguishing minority stress against non-minority stress content on social media.
We collect two and a half years of posts from r/lgbt subreddit using Google BigQuery that hosts
the entire corpus of Reddit data. We filter in posts for ones that are “text-only” and are not removed
or deleted by the author or the community moderators. The final dataset contains a total of 12,645
posts. The timestamps of the posts range from January 2016 to May 2018. Fig. 1 provides the top
keywords in the dataset and the distribution of post lengths. We randomly sampled 350 posts from
this dataset for hand annotation for signals of minority stress.
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4 ANNOTATING MINORITY STRESS ON SOCIAL MEDIA
We use the Meyer minority stress model [68] to guide our work. The model describes stress processes
in three primary categories: experiences of prejudice events (such as discrimination and violence),
perceived stigma (such as expectations of rejection, which often involves concealing one’s identity),
and internalized homophobia [68].
4.1 Annotation Approach
While Meyer’s [68] minority stress conceptualizations influenced our coding and we applied them
in somewhat of a directed coding fashion [53], when developing the codebook (see Table 1) we also
allowed concepts and meanings to emerge from posts in somewhat of an open coding fashion [101].
The differences between Meyer’s categories [68] and ours stem from three main factors: 1) difference
in time ([68] was published in 1995, while our data and coding is from 2018-2019); 2) difference in
identities ([68] was specifically about gay men, while our data includes LGBTQ+ identities); and 3)
our data is in a computer-mediated, community context, in which people disclosed information
about their LGBTQ+ identities and often received support and advice in response, whereas [68]
involved closed-ended scales that participants answered individually.
Two authors independently coded 20 randomly-selected posts from the larger dataset and discussed them one by one in detail. Together, we made decisions on all posts with coding discrepancies,
and revised the codebook based on agreeable themes and concepts. For example, we initially had
different interpretations for posts in which minority stress was discussed in the past tense. Through
careful discussion, we decided to annotate posts as minority stress only in the present tense. Another example was our decision to annotate minority stress only when the post described the
poster’s experience, rather than posts where the minority stress was experienced by another person
(e.g, a friend). Next, we coded an additional 30 randomly-selected posts and discussed our results
through the same process. We found two discrepancies throughout this process and updated the
codebook accordingly: minority stress related to political discrimination, and hate targeted toward
members of the LGBTQ+ community from others within the community. The total coded 50 posts
produced an excellent inter-rater reliability, with an overall Cohen’s kappa (κ) coefficient of 0.91.
With respect to the three types of minority stress, Prejudice Events resulted in a κ of 0.88, Perceived
Stigma resulted in a κ of 0.86, and Internalized LGBTphobia resulted in a κ of 1.0.
Next, one coder independently coded 300 posts, where for any posts that they were unsure about,
the two coders discussed the post and agreed on how to code it (used to annotate 16 borderline
posts). After coding was completed, the other coder rated the “Minority Stress” label on a random
sample of 50 posts to validate the ratings. This post-hoc coding led to a Cohen’s k of 0.79 with
an agreement of 90.4%, which is considered substantial agreement [58], therefore validating our
annotation process. Out of the net 350 annotated posts (that were to be used in training the machine
learning classifier), 145 were identified to express minority stress.
Fig. 2 presents word trees related to two prominent words in the expert-coded dataset, hate, and
phobia. These give a sense of how these keywords are used in the r/lgbt subreddit. Keywords such
as “god”, “sex”, “family”, “people”, homo“phob”ia, homo“phob”ic, “biphobia”, “parents”, etc, show
the context of self-experiences and discourse on the subreddit. Table 1 presents the codebook that
we build and subsequently use in our next two research objectives of our work. We describe the
three types of minority stress in the next subsection.
4.2 Codebook Description
The first type of minority stress in the codebook is Prejudice Events, which consists of explicit
actions of rejection toward an individual related to their LGBTQ+ identity. This includes physical
and verbal violence; legal discrimination, exclusion, or lack of basic rights; and anxiety or stress
about discriminatory political powers. For example, one poster wrote about verbal abuse they
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Table 1. Minority stress codebook on social media language, drawn on Meyer, 1995.
Prejudice Events
Actions of rejection towards an individual
1. Violence towards and individual
• Verbal Violence
• Directing slurs towards minority individuals (before or after disclosure)
• Rejecting sexuality
• Physical Violence
2. Legal discrimination in housing, employment, entitlements, and basic civil rights
• Excluded based on identity
• Lack of sexuality education in schools
3. Anxiety/stress about discriminatory political powers
4. Includes prejudice events from those in other subsets of the LGBTQ+ population (e.g., violence perpetuated from
cisgender LGBQ people to trans people; violence perpetuated from gay people to bisexual people)
Perceived Stigma
Internalized fears and anxiety of expected rejection from others
Fears and anxiety that come from self about how others perceive them:
1. Individuals constantly monitoring their behavior: how one dresses, speaks, walks, and talks in contrast to expected
social norms.
2. Lying to cover up identity
3. Thinking others do not or will not “accept” them
4. Feelings of not “fitting in”
5. Anxiety/stress about potential future discriminatory political powers
6. Includes perceived stigma from other subsets of the LGBTQ+ population (e.g., stigma felt by trans people from
cisgender LGBQ people; stigma felt by bisexual people from gay people)
Internalized LGBTphobia
Internalization of negative societal attitudes, and negative feelings that come from self about self
1. Self-hate for being a part of the LGBTQ+ community
2. Applying negative attitudes/dislike to themselves related to LGBTQ+ identity
3. Feelings of negativity rooted from LGBTQ+ identity
4. Feelings of isolation or of ending up alone
5. Hate/distaste for others within LGBTQ+ community

experienced at school: “Recently, I came out to my closest friends as bisexual. They spread it around
like wildfire and now everyone treats me different at school. Now some jerks at school students scream
faggot at me when I go to my locker. I just wanna hide in my room and cry forever.” Another discussed
physical violence and rejection from family and friends: “I was kicked out of my online video game
squad just for being gay (they said gays are pedophiles). My dad was outside my room listening when
this happened so he grabbed me by the throat and kicked me out.”
Our second minority stress codebook category is Perceived Stigma, which involves internalized
fears and expectations of rejection related to one’s LGBTQ+ identity. This category includes peoples’
fears and anxieties around how they are perceived by others, which influences their actions in
several ways, such as monitoring their behavior and concealing their identity. Perceived Stigma
also involves thoughts about not fitting in or not being accepted by others. As an example, one
individual wrote, “At school, I have great friends and a good family at home. But I’m a closeted gay. If
I ever came out, I know my friends would never talk to me again and my family would disown me.
Because of this, I have zero motivation to come out.” Perceived stigma also includes anxiety or stress
about potential future discriminatory political powers, as the following quote exemplifies: “I’m
pre-hormone transgender. And I’m not out of the closet to the whole world yet. I have ambitious plans
of working for the United States government and I’m currently on track for it. I’m worried that if I
come out and transition, transphobia will get in the way of me receiving this job.”
Our third minority stress codebook category is Internalized LGBTphobia. This consists of internalized negative societal attitudes toward LGBTQ+ people, resulting in negative feelings toward
oneself from oneself. Internalized LGBTphobia includes self-hate, negative attitudes and feelings,
feelings of isolation or of ending up alone, and distaste for other LGBTQ+ people. As one example of
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Fig. 2. Word trees built on two prominent tokens in our expert-coded dataset: “hate” and “phob”. The
visualizations represent the content in the form of co-occurrences of keywords in the dataset. The font size of
keywords are proportional to their occurrence along with surrounding co-occurring keywords. For example,
phob occurs as trans(phob)ia and trans(phob)ic, bi(phob)ic, bi(phob)ia, etc.

self-hate, a poster wrote, “I hate my face, voice, legs, chest, hands, feet, clothing, hair, my mannerisms,
my perceived identity by others, my inability to cope with dysphoria, and literally everything. It’s so
hard to see people who are the gender I am living the life I could have had. Now in my twenties, it’s too
late to be my true self. If only I didn’t let my confusion and embarrassment waste all those years. I will
never be me, I’ll always just be this thing." Another described, “I hate everything about myself. My
head is broken anyway, so I should just bash it in with a hammer."
The minority stress categories have a substantial amount of overlap in many of the posts. This is
to be expected, as the categories are not mutually exclusive, and have been found to be significantly
correlated [57]. In our analysis, we focus primarily on detecting minority stress overall rather than
detecting subtle nuances between the three categories.
While our codebook and the examples in our dataset are representative of the broader minority
stress literature as reviewed in Section 2.1, we see several differences. First, because our data includes
a broad set of LGBTQ+ identities, we see a wide range of minority stressors. Some, such as anxiety
about not being accepted, and being victims of discriminatory actions, are unfortunately pervasive
across all LGBTQ+ identities. However, we also see that some minority stressors are perpetuated
by people from some subsets of the LGBTQ+ population to other subsets, such as prejudice events
in which cisgender LGBTQ+ individuals rejected transgender and/or non-binary individuals. The
other primary difference in our codebook and data as compared to previous literature is the online,
community-based aspect of people’s posts, in which they used the subreddit as an online space in
which disclosures were often a means to vent and ask for advice and support from other LGBTQ+
people. These aspects of our dataset are different than survey-based studies where minority stress
was determined by people’s answers to validated scales, and provide rich information that enabled
us to build a classifier to detect minority stress’s linguistic features.
5 DEVELOPING A CLASSIFIER TO ASSESS MINORITY STRESS
Our next goal centers around scalably inferring the presence of minority stress in social media
language. We draw on natural language analysis techniques to build a machine learning classifier
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of minority stress using the above gathered expert-labeled annotated dataset. As any other classification methodology, our approach involves tuning both the machine learning algorithm (and
corresponding parameters) and the language features.
5.1 Language Features
This paper uses a variety of features that consider the linguistic, lexical, and semantic aspects of
language, which are briefly described below.
Latent Semantics (Word Embeddings). To capture the semantics of language beyond raw
keywords, we use word embeddings, which are essentially vector representations of words in latent
semantic dimensions. A number of studies have revealed the potential of word embeddings in
improving a number of natural language analysis and classification problems [70]. In particular,
we use pre-trained word embeddings (GloVe) in 50-dimensions that are trained on word-word
co-occurrences in a Wikipedia corpus of 6B tokens [85].
Psycholinguistic Attributes (LIWC). Prior literature in the space of social media and psychological wellbeing has established the potential of using psycholinguistic attributes in building
predictive models [28, 92, 100] We use the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) lexicon
to extract a variety of psycholinguistic categories (50 in total). These categories consist of words
related to affect, cognition and perception, interpersonal focus, temporal references, lexical density and
awareness, biological concerns, and social and personal concerns [103].
Hate Lexicon. As outlined in our codebook, minority stress is often associated with offensive or
hateful language used against LGBTQ+ individuals. To capture these linguistic cues, we leverage
the lexicon used in recent research on online hate speech and psychological wellbeing [71, 91].
This lexicon was curated through several iterations of automated classification, crowdsourcing,
and expert inspection. Among the categories of hate speech, we use binary features of presence or
absence of those keywords that corresponded to gender and sexual orientation related hate speech.
Open Vocabulary (n-grams). Drawing on prior work where open-vocabulary based approaches
have been extensively used to infer psychological attributes of individuals [94, 97], we also extracted
the top 500 n-grams (n = 1, 2, 3) from our dataset as features.
Sentiment. An important dimension in social media language is the tone or sentiment of a post.
Sentiment has been used in prior work to understand psychological constructs and shifts in the
mood of individuals [43, 90]. We use Stanford CoreNLP’s deep learning based sentiment analysis
tool [62] to identify the sentiment of a post among positive, negative, and neutral sentiment label.
Mental Health Concerns (DASS: Depression, Anxiety, Stress, and Suicidal Ideation). Since
minority stress concerns the mental health state of LGBTQ+ individuals, we use linguistic features
that identify commonly associated mental health symptomatic expressions of depression, anxiety,
stress, and suicidal ideation (DASS). To estimate this, we replicate the transfer learning classifiers
built in recent research [92, 93]. These classifiers are trained on those subreddits that are most
closely associated with each of these mental health conditions. That is, their positive examples
comprise the posts shared on r/depression for depression, r/anxiety for anxiety, r/stress for stress,
and r/SuicideWatch for suicidal ideation, and on the other hand the negative examples are extracted
from a collated sample of 20M posts, gathered from 20 subreddits from Reddit’s landing page, such
as r/AskReddit, r/aww, and r/movies. These classifiers are SVM models with linear kernels, use 5000
n-grams (n=1,2,3) as features, and are trained on balanced datasets of positive and negative class data.
They show a mean cross-validation accuracy ranging between 0.79 and 0.88, and mean test accuracy
ranging between 0.81 and 0.91. When expert-assessed with the DSM-5 clinical framework, these
classifiers were found to have 87% agreement with manual ratings [93]. We use these classifiers to
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Table 2. Median metrics in k-fold Table 3. Detailed accuracy metrics Table 4. Incremental accuracy met(k=5) cross-validation.
in k-fold (k=5) cross-validation in rics of adding features in the Mithe Minority Stress Classifier (MLP). nority Stress Classifier (MLP).
Model
Pr. Rc. F1 AUC
Naive Bayes
Logistic Reg.
SVM (Linear)
Random F.
AdaBoost
MLP

0.70
0.73
0.74
0.76
0.73
0.75

0.49
0.72
0.74
0.67
0.72
0.74

0.53
0.72
0.74
0.70
0.72
0.75

0.54
0.76
0.77
0.75
0.77
0.80

Metric Min. Max. Mean. Stdev.
Precision 0.73 0.82
0.76
0.03
Recall
0.71 0.81
0.75
0.03
F1
0.72 0.82
0.75
0.04
Acc.
0.71 0.81
0.75
0.04
AUC
0.76 0.84
0.80
0.03

Model
W2V
.+LIWC
.+.+HateLex
.+.+.+Ngrams
.+.+.+.+Senti
.+.+.+.+.+DASS

F1
0.67
0.71
0.72
0.73
0.74
0.75

Acc. AUC
0.72 0.72
0.71 0.75
0.71 0.75
0.72 0.78
0.74 0.79
0.75 0.80

machine label our dataset with the presence (or absence) of expressions corresponding to the above
mental health attributes, and the labels are incorporated as features in the minority stress classifier.
5.2 Machine Learning Model
We use the 350 manually-coded posts from the previous section to build a machine learning
classifier with a total of 659 features, as described above. We consider and evaluate multiple
classifiers, including Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine,
and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) algorithm. We use stratified k-fold cross-validation (k = 5) to
parameter tune our classifiers. Table 2 summarizes the performance metrics of these models. All of
these classifiers perform better than the baseline accuracy of 58% on our dataset (based on a chance
model). We find that the Neural Network based MLP classifier outperforms all with a median AUC
of 0.80, median precision of 0.75, and median recall of 0.74. Table 3 summarizes the performance
metrics of this classifier, where we find that the classifier is reasonably stable (stdev. = 0.03) across
the five folds, and Table 4 summarizes the step-wise improvement with the addition of each kind of
feature in the MLP model. For the rest of the paper, we use the MLP as the minority stress classifier.
We use K-best univariate statistical scoring model using mutual information to obtain the relative
importance among features, and establish their statistical significance using ANOVA to obtain the
top features of the minority stress classifier, which are reported in Table 5. Note that this table only
includes the “interpretable features”, and excludes word-embedding dimensions. We find that the
features obtained by the DASS classifier contributed relatively the most among the features. Many
of the psycholinguistic (LIWC) categories are significant, which also aligns with the literature on a
number of topics related to mental health, self-disclosure, and stress [38, 83, 92]. For instance, the
affective categories, relating to affective attributes, such as anxiety, negative affect, positive affect,
and anxiety show high relative importance. We also find cognitive attributes, such as tentativeness,
causation, inhibition, certainty, negation also show high relative importance — these keywords are
related to an individual’s cognitive functioning [82], and are known to be associated with first-hand
accounts of the real world happenings, events, and experiences [13, 15] — Boals and Klein found that
individuals describing painful relationship breakup use more cognitive mechanisms, particularly
causal words. These align with the dataset we are working on, e.g., “[..]I told her that sometimes I
want to kill myself to make those memories go away, and I “think” I am unable to “because” I’m too
scared to do it, and I am scared one day I won’t be scared anymore. I cried so much that I could not
breathe and almost passed out. She told me that she “understood” [..].”
6 THEORY-DRIVEN POST-HOC ANALYSES ON MINORITY STRESS LANGUAGE
We now use the minority stress classifier to label all our 12,645 posts in our dataset. We find
that 35% of these posts (4,419) are predicted to contain minority stress expression. This section
first analyzes the linguistic markers associated with minority stress, and then situates them in the
Minority Stress Theory [68]. Doing so, we essentially establish construct and face validity of the
linguistic markers in the context of LGBTQ+ minority stress experiences. Finally, conducting an
error-analysis we relook at the intricacies of this classifier.
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Fig. 3. Minority Stress Classifier accuracy metrics on k-fold cross validation: (a) ROC curve, (b) Precision-Recall
Curve, (c) Pooled Confusion Matrix
Table 5. Top 45 Features in the minority stress classifier. p-values reported after Bonferroni correction following
ANOVA (*** p<0.0001, ** p<0.001, * p<0.01).
Feature
DASS: Depression
DASS: Anxiety
LIWC: Tentativeness
LIWC: N.Affect
DASS: Suicidal I.
LIWC: P.Affect
LIWC: Adverbs
LIWC: Sexual
LIWC: Discrepancies
DASS: Stress
LIWC: Causation
LIWC: Anxiety
LIWC: Verbs
LIWC: Certainty
LIWC: Quantifier

Score
0.14***
0.13***
0.13***
0.12***
0.12
0.12***
0.11***
0.10**
0.11***
0.11**
0.10***
0.10***
0.10***
0.10***
0.10***

Feature
LIWC: Achievement
LIWC: Insight
LIWC: Exclusive
LIWC: Sadness
LIWC: Bio
LIWC: Preposition
LIWC: Inclusive
LIWC: Work
LIWC: Past Tense
LIWC: Family
LIWC: Article
LIWC: Present Tense
LIWC: Cog. Mech.
LIWC: Indef. Pronouns
LIWC: 1st P. Singular

Score
0.10***
0.10***
0.09***
0.09***
0.09**
0.09***
0.09***
0.09***
0.09***
0.09***
0.09***
0.08***
0.08***
0.08***
0.08***

Feature
Score
0.08***
LIWC: Humans
LIWC: Negation
0.08***
LIWC: Future Tense
0.08***
LIWC: Conjunction
0.08***
LIWC: Social
0.08***
LIWC: Percept
0.08***
LIWC: Inhibition
0.08***
LIWC: Health
0.08***
LIWC: Friends
0.08***
n-gram: card
0.08***
n-gram: lady
0.08***
0.08***
Hate: “homophobic”
LIWC: Swear
0.05***
0.04***
n-gram: appreciated
Senti: Negative
0.04***

6.1 Analyzing Language Cues Associated with Minority Stress Theory
6.1.1 Finding discriminating language cues in the language of minority stress. We first examine
the language markers associated with minority stressors. We employ an unsupervised language
modeling technique known as the Sparse Additive Generative Model (SAGE) [37]. Given any two
documents, SAGE selects discriminating keywords by comparing the parameters of two logistically
parameterized multinomial models, using a self-tuned regularization parameter to control the
tradeoff between frequent and rare terms. We use SAGE to identify discriminating n-grams (n=2,3,4)
between the posts of present and absent minority stress. The magnitude of SAGE value of a linguistic
token signals the degree of its “uniqueness”, and in our case a positive SAGE (more than 0) indicates
that the n-gram is more representative for the presence of minority stress, whereas a negative
SAGE denotes greater representativeness for its absence.
6.1.2 What do the discriminating keywords say? Table 6 reports the top 30 discriminating keywords
that occur in present and absent minority stress posts. We find that keywords such as tell mom,
telling people, started talking, and say things occur more frequently in the posts that express Minority
Stress. These keywords are related to sharing and disclosing, and sometimes to individuals who
are closely related to the discloser, such as “mom”, “dad”, or “friends”, such as in “I’m a coward
to be unable “tell my mom” to her face that I’m gay,” These resonate strongly with prior work
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Table 6. Top discriminating n-grams (n=2,3) in posts with and without Minority Stress (SAGE Analysis [37]).
Minority Stress
n-gram
SAGE
n-gram
SAGE
like shit
2.09 started talking
0.82
1.74 months ago
0.78
tell mom
didnt want
1.53 feel bad
0.76
im afraid
1.52 didn care
0.76
acting like
1.10 started feel
0.71
really bad
1.10 life just
0.69
want live
1.07 point life
0.69
telling people
1.02
just said
0.68
like time
1.02
couple months
0.67
got really
1.02
mom dad
0.67
point just
0.99
im sorry
0.65
eye contact
0.99
people life
0.64
days later
0.94
felt like
0.63
came home
0.94
wouldn want
0.63
0.94
time life
0.62
didn feel
like maybe
0.93
act like
0.62
living life
0.93
ago started
0.60
people come
0.83
dont understand 0.59

No Minority Stress
n-gram
SAGE
n-gram
SAGE
feel free
-1.46 year old male
-0.79
-1.37 thank reading
-0.77
thanks advance
just wondering
-1.35 past year
-0.77
recently came
-1.16 wanted know
-0.74
let know
-1.15 old male
-0.71
really appreciate
-1.15 just looking
-0.68
gender fluid
-1.05 attracted women
-0.68
gay lesbian
-0.97 support lgbt
-0.67
greatly appreciated
-0.92 long term
-0.67
really confused
-0.88 guys think
-0.66
hey guys
-0.88 lgbt community
-0.66
need help
-0.86 love hear
-0.64
lgbtq community
-0.85 ask questions
-0.64
sexually attracted
-0.84 questioning sexuality -0.64
-0.83 sexual orientation
-0.63
gay bisexual
sexual attraction
-0.82 male female
-0.63
wanted share
-0.82 lgbt friendly
-0.62
just phase
-0.80 sex men
-0.62

that people who faced parental rejection when disclosing their LGBTQ+ identity suffered greater
psychological distress [86], on the difficulties around disclosing LGBTQ+ identity [45], and the
LGBTQ+ individuals’ need to weigh costs vs. benefits when deciding to reveal or conceal their
identity, primarily due to stigma [16, 22]. We also observe keywords that express self-experiences
and life events, such as “started feeling”, “days later”, didn’t feel, primarily occur in the posts that
have minority stress expressions. For example, a post says, ““started feeling” these issues when I
was 16 or 17, and because of my parents, I was like, ’No I won’t do this’ and shoved them back down
again.” These keywords relate to Meyer’s finding that concealing one’s LGBTQ+ identity for long
periods of time, an important coping strategy for many, can lead to increased stress [69].
In contrast, keywords relating to support and gratefulness, such as thanks (in) advance, thanks
(for) reading, and greatly appreciated occur in abundance in posts that do not express minority stress.
Such posts are mostly about seeking advice such as on localities in towns, or relationship, “any tips
on flirting and just befriending her in general would be “greatly appreciated””. We also notice many
generic keywords or the group names, such as gay lesbian, lgbtq community, and lgbt friendly are
more frequent in the posts that do not contain minority stress. This could be associated with the
fact that these individuals who are more openly LGBTQ+ are receiving the positive benefits of
disclosure and thus are likely to be less distressed [73]. Additionally, these posts are plausibly by
those who want to disseminate the sense of community, diversity, and inclusiveness, for example, “
I thank the LGBTQ+ community for being together, through friends and social media,” and “What is
your resolution or hope for the LGBTQ community[..]”.
Together, one contrasting theme observed in the posts that express minority stress compared to
the ones that do not, is that while the former is mostly “personal” and “self-experiences”, the latter
is to raise awareness, and talk about less-personal and more general issues related to the gender
and sexual minorities. These posts are less likely to relate directly to the individual’s mental state,
and relate instead to the community broadly.
6.1.3 Aligning the language of minority stressors with the minority stress theory. We focus on the top
discriminating keywords associated with minority stress (as obtained via SAGE analysis) because
these are most likely to be the linguistic markers of minority stressors and minority stress. For every
post in our dataset, we obtain the cosine similarity of word embedding representations [70, 85, 94]
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with the descriptions of each category in our codebook— Prejudice Events, Perceived Stigma, and
Internalized LGBTphobia. We use 300-dimensional lexico-semantic latent space of word vectors
(pre-trained on the Wikipedia corpus of 6B tokens [85]). We label each post with a high propensity
of belonging to those minority stress categories, where their similarity is above a certain threshold
(0.80) [88] (see Fig. 4b for the distribution of minority stress categories and their overlap). Then, on
the basis of frequency distribution with respect to minority stress categories per post, we obtain
those tokens that stand out in minority stress language. Fig. 4a plots this distribution, where the
radial bar plots reveal the probabilistic likelihood percentage per keyword in each of the categories.
We find that many keywords show very similar frequency distribution across the three categories.
This could be because most posts on r/lgbt are long and explain multiple issues related to individuals’
self-experiences, which is also why multiple categories of minority stress are co-morbid on the
posts (see Section 4). Now per category, we look at the most frequent keywords, to understand the
language associated with different types of minority stress.
Prejudice Events. Keywords like didnt want, didnt feel, and didnt say, occur with greater than 20%
probability in this category. All of these contain a negation followed by an action word. We conjecture that these are related to describing life events where the individual experienced unpleasant,
violent, or nonconsensual activities resulting from societal prejudice, eg., “I tried to explain that
it wasn’t really consensual, and I didn’t want it”. We find that gay people, and gay person occur
heavily in posts expressing Prejudice Events: “whatever that religious people have done and said
about women, and specifically “gay people” is extremely sad. Too hurtful. Too stupid!’.
Perceived Stigma. Just like in the case of prejudice events, perceived stigma category also includes
negated action verbs (didnt want, didnt feel, and didnt think). For instance, “I didn’t feel very comfortable around my coworkers despite their friendliness.” Literature in psycholinguistics and expressive
writing found that negation has a high correlate with inhibition [23, 47]. Inhibition is related
to much of the Perceived Stigma section of the codebook (see Table 1), which involves shifting
one’s behavior and concealing one’s identity in anticipation of potentially being rejected by others. Keywords that highlight temporal events, such as started talking, months after, started feel,
thought gay are also prominent in this category. Temporal keywords are indicators of discourse on
self-disclosure on mental health [27, 103]: “I started to feel tense when I asked that [..].”
Internalized LGBTPhobia. Keywords such as want live and feel bad that express the feelings are
also prominent in this type of minority stress, for example, “I “want to live” and be free as boys
and girls that are allowed to express themselves.” Internalized LGBTphobia has been discussed as
an internalization of the prejudice experienced by LGBTQ+ people, and may be an antecedent
of psychological distress [107]. The keywords in this category about wanting to live and feeling
bad may signal this internalization of prejudice in which one becomes hyper-focused about their
own feelings and emotions. In addition, the presence of keywords such as im gay, thought gay, and
didn’t feel could be indicative of the fact that this category is more about self-focused behavior and
distress, for example “My biggest issue with this is that it paints a bad picture of the LGBT community
and that my crush might avoid me because “im gay” and not interested in girls.”
6.2 Error Analysis on the Minority Stress Classifier
This section revisits our classification task, and drills deeper into the feature-level nuances to
understand how and what linguistic markers help improve the accuracy, or alternatively what
factors contribute towards misclassifications. Our analyses are inspired by error analysis techniques
in social media language analysis research [19, 25]. We quantitatively identify posts with very
similar lexical and semantic characteristics, but contrasting outcomes on minority stress expressions,
and then qualitatively examine the differences and similarities in social media language of LGBTQ+
individuals that contribute in (mis)classifying the minority stress expressions.
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Fig. 4. (a) Top keywords (per SAGE) with their frequency distribution in the three categories of minority
stress, (b) Overlap of Minority Stress categories in among 4,419 posts predicted to contain minority stress, (c)
Strip plot of pair-wise similarities of TPs and FPs, TPs and FNs, TNs and FPs, and TNs and FNs.

As observed previously, the top features in our classifiers correspond to psycholinguistic attributes
and word-embedding dimensions. For every post in our expert-labeled dataset, we repurpose their
vector representation across the psycholinguistic and word-embedding dimensions to obtain its
pair-wise similarity with other posts. We refer to the confusion matrix (Fig. 3c), and study cases
of False Positives (FPs) and False Negatives (FN), against cases of True Positives (TPs) and True
Negatives (TNs) in our pooled k-fold cross-validation (k = 5) classification task.
6.2.1 Analyzing the False Positives. First, we conduct a precision-centric analysis, which investigates
the FP cases. We obtain the pair-wise similarity of all the posts in TP and FP, and those that are in TN
and FP. We particularly look at those posts that occur in the top 10-percentile of both the similarities.
These are essentially those posts which are extremely similar in their language, and are all identified
to have minority stress, however, 16 of these posts do not actually express minority stress. We find
the following commonly occurring themes when we look deeper into these examples.
Non Self-Experiences. We find that the FP posts include posts that are not self-experiences of
minority stress. Although our psycholinguistic features include all kinds of pronouns (1st , 2nd , and
3rd person), our classifier is unable to discriminate such occurrences of self-experiences of minority
stress. Co-reference and semantic role labeling techniques can help in predicting such instances
correctly [87]. An example excerpt, “..my best friend is a trans-man who has been constantly abused
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[..] is now taking anxiety medication and have managed to survive thus far. Does someone know of
any safe spaces for trans-men who are recovering from abuse or from suicide?.”
Past Experiences. We find the presence of FP posts where the individuals share about their past
experiences of minority stress, however, they have “recovered” from the same in the present (see
example below). Such instances are classified as the presence of minority stress experience in our
classifier, as it is unable to incorporate the temporal discourse of events. NLP techniques such as
temporal discourse parsing may help the classifier in identifying such examples [52], such as in,
..had closeted feelings for a long time and obviously couldn’t do anything about them since I grew up
in a conservative household. I felt I was doomed trying to make it in a world where the more masculine
and assertive man dominates while the rest of us have to sit by on the sidelines..
Seeking Relationship Advice. We find a few FP instances that are similar in lexico-semantics
with the TP, especially because they disclose about their feelings or problems associated with
belonging to the minority communities, but these posts do not explicitly express about minority
stress per se, and rather seek advice or support regarding some aspect of their lives, such as
relationship: I mostly kept my sexuality to myself until now, and I became lonely and depressed [..].
I don’t think I’m straight [..] I don’t like the idea of sex though I fantasize about it at times, but I
can’t see myself doing it. It’s only been a week since I came to this realization, but the evidence is very
one-sided. I like women a lot. I enjoy being around them and sometimes being intimate. I just know
that I also find men attractive ... I’m wondering if I should tell this to a person I know who seems cool
and discrete or discuss it with my therapist first?
6.2.2 Analyzing the False Negatives. Next, we conduct a recall-centric analysis, which investigates
the FN cases. We obtain the pair-wise similarity of all the posts in TPs and FNs (Fig. 4c). As above, we
look at those posts that occur in the top 10-percentile of the similarities — these include 52 TP and
22 FN posts. These are essentially those posts that are extremely similar in their lexico-semantics,
however, the FNs were (incorrectly) not caught by our classifier as expressing minority stress.
Asking question(s). We find a few FN examples that are very similar to the TPs, however, these
posts do not explicitly state their minority stress experiences, rather ask question(s), such as on
perceived stigma. For example, “Being bisexual, I feel hate in every group of people, even the LGBTQ+
community. The LGBTQ+ community is so judgy towards me for being attracted to both men and
women. It’s really hard feeling like I’m not accepted anywhere except when with other bisexual people.
Is the LGBTQ+ community is really accepting?.”
Lack of context and non-explicit expression of self-experience. FNs may occur in posts that
do not make explicit statements of minority stress experiences. Although these posts are very
similar to the TPs in terms of the keyword use, the classifier is unable to understand their underlying
context, e.g., “ Guys! I’m in need of a chest binder. I’m in extreme dysphoria that badly affects my
daily life. I want someone to donate one and be my lifesaver..”
Typoes and variants of slangs. We also find FNs when certain words are misspelled. NLP preprocessing techniques of normalizing keywords or spell correctors may help in overcoming misclassifications, e.g., “I’m a young closeted lesbian in college. I just moved to a new town and know
nobody here. I finally made a new friend, who seemed awesome! Today, mid conversation while discussing about outfit, she turns to me and says, "At least I don’t look like a dke though I guess!" Haha!
:) I’m done. Giving up. I’ll never find my people. Sorry I just need to vent somewhere.”
7 DISCUSSION
This paper provides a novel theoretically-grounded approach to assess minority stress in the
discussions shared on social media by LGBTQ+ minorities. Notably, our minority stress codebook,
a key contribution of this work, provides a novel theoretically-grounded approach to characterize
minority stressors in the discussions shared on social media by self-identifying LGBTQ+ minorities.
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It builds from Meyer’s work in three ways: includes a broad range of LGBTQ+ identities, includes
stressors perpetuated by some subsets of the LGBTQ+ population to other subsets, and involves
an online, community-based aspect. These characteristics apply to many LGBTQ+ communities
across the Internet on sites such as Instagram, Tumblr, Twitter, Facebook groups, YouTube, and
TrevorSpace. While they are yet to be validated (in future research), we believe that the results
from our work extend far beyond Reddit and would be of great use in designing interventions to
help LGBTQ+ people on a variety of online platforms.
Technically, the generalizability of our classifier (across online communities and social media
platforms) is motivated by the success of transfer learning methodologies used in a number of
recent work [10, 92, 93]. These studies trained supervised machine learning classifiers on one
(domain-specific) dataset, and applied them on another unlabeled dataset (including other platforms).
One reason that these classifiers work is because language across social media platforms is not
very different, and if linguistic equivalence (with methods proposed in the above prior work) is
established between the training and unlabeled datasets, then the machine learning classification
works reasonably well with minimal dataset-specific customization.
7.1 Social Media Interventions for LGBTQ+ Minorities
Currently, most of existing LGBTQ+ online communities only serve as a safe networking place but
are missing or equipped with the very limited capacity to proactively identify individuals’ risk to or
experience of different minority stressors. Even on the subreddit considered here or other prominent
online social networking sites for LGBTQ+ youth, such as TrevorSpace, proactive intervention,
i.e., referring vulnerable individuals to a hotline or instant messaging service, is provided based
on forum administrators’ or moderators’ observations on the community discussions with little
decision support. Risk assessment as a manual process is labor intensive and costly given the
increasingly large online communities, and the severity and urgency that might underscore many
of the calls for help or support. Our methods and findings may be utilized to close these gaps and
expand existing efforts as described below:
(1) Moderation and Support Matching Efforts. LGBTQ+ individuals whose content contain
phrases and other linguistic constructs relating to minority stressors (as also revealed in the
linguistic markers in Section 6), as revealed by our methods, may be flagged in the interfaces of
moderators and other clinical experts for help and support. Community moderators may also be
allowed to maintain a “risk list” in their interfaces that would include individuals forecasted by our
methods to exhibit signs of minority stress. This would allow improved preparedness to bring timely
and tailored help to those in need. Further, on being informed that an individual in the community
could be experiencing minority stress, moderators and experts may make provisions to connect
them with appropriate mental health resources including The Trevor Project, which provides a
national, 24-hour confidential suicide hotline for LGBTQ+ youth, online chat and confidential text
messaging applications, and Trans Lifeline, a crisis hotline for transgender people. Additionally,
trusted peers in the communities could be “matched” to such content who are knowledgeable
about the specific cultural considerations and issues faced by LGBTQ+ individuals with mental
health challenges, and platform affordances to field private messages with relevant information on
help-seeking or therapy can be incorporated in the moderation and support matching efforts.
(2) Therapeutic Efforts. Self-disclosures and expressive writing on online platforms are associated
with positive therapeutic outcomes [38], because these platforms allow people to vent and give
structure to stigmatized experiences [6]. Our results show that these observations are particularly
valid for the community we study in this paper; individuals who find the open and feel safe enough
to express experiences of minority stress. Accordingly, we envision that journaling tools that
support positive therapeutic experiences may be built and integrated directly or indirectly with
social media platforms, wherein posts that document one’s minority stress experiences could be
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logged voluntarily, serving as a timestamped archive of one’s thoughts, feelings, and experiences
around holding a gender/sexual minority identity. The psychotherapy literature has identified the
unique benefits of such archival writing. For instance, it can help an individual develop a logical
narrative of events, experiences, and mental health challenges, and thereby enable them to meet
self-care and coping goals [84]. Tumblr used to be an important social media site where this type
of journaling took place, but with recent policy changes of the platform, some LGBTQ+ people feel
less welcome on Tumblr 2 . Therefore, new online spaces and applications that integrate with them
are needed for networked journaling so that LGBTQ+ people can receive therapeutic benefits.
Journaling tools integrated with social media can further allow LGBTQ+ individuals to be selfreflective and more empowered: reframing minority stress experiences have been known to partially
mitigate the negative impact of prejudicial and discriminatory environments and support healthy
identity development [54]. The archives logged through this journaling tool can also complement
counseling efforts tailored to the sexual/gender minority experience. When shared with a therapist,
the archives can aid them “by entering the client’s mental constructs via the written word” [7], or
by understanding those thoughts and feelings which the client might be “unable to vocalise” [24].
7.2 Public Health Implications
Health Disparities of a “Hard to Reach” Population. The rise and pervasiveness of new channels of communication such as social media have brought both new opportunities and challenges
for public health professionals. Many scholars have noted LGBTQ+ individuals to constitute a
“hard to reach” population [67]. Consequently, existing public health research suffers from issues of
over-sampling of the “visible” sections of this hidden population and an inability to capture diverse,
complex emotions [64], as noted in Sections 1 and 2.
We believe that the approach and results presented in this paper will provide important data to
inform evidence-based decision support systems for optimized public health understanding and
decision-making, as well as for designing mental health intervention tailored for LGBTQ+ people,
especially those who use online communities of the type considered here. Our research can further
support documenting, understanding, and addressing the environmental factors that contribute to
health disparities in the LGBTQ+ community, by generating diverse samples in terms of sexuality
and gender identities and a different type of data, immediate and unmediated by researchers.
Clinical and Therapeutic Practice. The American Counseling Association’s Code of Ethics
states, “Counselors gain knowledge, personal awareness, sensitivity, and skills pertinent to working
with a diverse population” [8], still, some have suggested that training programs that focus on
LGBTQ+ affirmative counseling lack a focus on empirically informed treatments [55]. Our findings
can be used to guide positive public health policy change relating to gender and sexual minorities,
including existing clinical practices and training programs targeted at this population. Our data can
also provide a new source of information that can be appropriated to make these practices more
(LGBTQ+) client-centered, such that the clinicians are cognizant of the insidious challenges these
individuals face, can be more aware in the examination of biases and values underlying LGBTQ+
experiences, as well as can implement appropriate intervention strategies.
Minority Stress Research. In addition, the results can guide future research in the area of LGBTQ+
mental health by identifying variables that have received little attention in previous studies or
formulation of minority stressors in existing research [35]. More concretely, understanding how
LGBTQ+ people communicate online about minority stressors provides first steps for indicators
of a population-level understanding of the types and amounts of minority stress experienced
by LGBTQ+ people more broadly. Future work could fine-tune these analyses and consider how
prevalent minority stress categories may be for LGBTQ+ people at population-levels.
2 washingtonpost.com/technology/2018/12/04/before-tumblr-banned-adult-content-it-was-safe-space-exploring-identity/
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7.3 Ethics
We recognize this work concerns a sensitive subject area presenting ethical, methodological and
epistemological challenges (as in [67]), because it focuses on self-reports of stigmatizing experiences
of a marginalized population (LGBTQ+ individuals’ minority stress).
We note that an automated way to gauge minority stressors in shared content might call upon
negative impacts such as social discrimination and rejection, or even reinforce some of the very
minority stressors like prejudice and stigma, that are detrimental to well-being. These issues can
amplify if the minority stress classifier is misused in situations or by bad actors where the individual
may not desire to have their minority stressors quantified despite discussing their distresses online,
or may prefer to keep their gender or sexual identities private. We also acknowledge an apparent
tension – an LGBTQ+ individual, who has not come out yet, may not wish to have their minority
stressors identified on social media, but at the same time, may still wish to receive help, advice, and
support to deal with their everyday struggles. Our classifier will not be able to support the needs of
such individuals, or more broadly, those who are not present in the types of online communities
we focus on in this work.
Additionally, there are ethical complexities associated with employing automated classificationbased monitoring of minority stressors on an online platform. First, employing algorithmic methods
may silence the speech of those stigmatized individuals who adopt these online platforms as safe
spaces for LGBTQ+ conversations, but resist their data being computationally analyzed. Beyond
Reddit, there are ethical complexities associated with using the classifier on other social media
platforms or any non-anonymous user feeds (such as on Twitter or Facebook), where individuals
might prefer not to disclose their sexual identity. Further, by its nature as a classifier of textual
content, our approach, if used to allocate resources such as support, may not allocate these resources
correctly. It can only detect minority stress based on the text that people choose to share, it likely
is more accurate on the text that directly rather than indirectly conveys minority stress, and it
involves false negatives (people who may benefit from support but are not identified correctly by
the classifier). Additionally, people who face minority stress cope differently, and require different
amounts of support and resources; our automated approach would not know how to best allocate
these resources. Taken together, these ethical considerations lead us to ask: How do we ensure
that a minority stress classifier is used in a way that is ethically compliant with, and does not
cause harm to, the individuals and communities whose data it analyzes, and also be appropriately
leveraged to extend timely help and support to the same individuals and communities?
We believe that the potential tools discussed under design implications, and their intended
efficacy need to be cognizant of the preferences, goals, and values of the concerning LGBTQ+
individuals, so as to lessen unintended consequences. One way to ensure this is an opt-in approach,
in which members of an online community are given the choice to explicitly opt in or out of a
mental health intervention that might make use of their data and offer them support in times of
distress. Similarly, for the journaling tool, we indicated the possibility of sharing of archives with a
therapist. These design approaches need to factor in boundary regulation considerations in the
client-therapist interpersonal relationship, and need to develop adequate data and informational
abstractions to manage LGBTQ+ clients’ privacy expectations.
Additionally, as developers of this classifier, we maintain ethical responsibility to limit its use to
applications that will benefit rather than harm LGBTQ+ individuals and communities. Of course,
it would be naive to assume that this fully mitigates the risks described above, but this approach
does reduce unintended consequences. Nevertheless, any decision and interventions using our
classification approach require careful and in-depth supplemental ethical analysis, beyond the
empirical analysis we present in this paper. We acknowledge that this classifier cannot be used
as-is, or for direct intervention; instead, it is meant to complement and assist human intervention,
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where content that is computationally classified as containing minority stress will be inspected by
human experts before any action is taken.
7.4 Limitations and Future Directions
We acknowledge that our work has limitations, many of which suggest interesting directions for
future research. We do not make any population-centric assessments because the subreddit considered in our work cannot be considered wholesome of online discussions of LGBTQ+ individuals.
Rather, our work should be seen as a proof-of-concept study to examine minority stress language
on social media. Future work that studies community dynamics and makes population-centric
assessments associated with LGBTQ+ individuals, should also consider the caveats concerning
missingness and quality of social media datasets, including [42].
Our work inherently suffers from self-selection biases, that it only works on the language of the
individuals who self-select to express themselves on online communities, particularly those that are
LGBTQ+ friendly. Relatedly, we only study the language in minority stress expressions on social
media. Incorporating other behavioral and communicative signals like frequency of posting, topic of
interest, and support-seeking or support-giving nature of posting, can help us to comprehensively
understand minority stress on social media. Future work can investigate these disclosures on
minority self-experiences across other online communities and social media platforms.
As we briefly discussed in our posthoc and error analyses, the classifiers can be further improved
with more sophisticated models of machine learning and natural language processing. This can be
tuned with respect to the objective of the problem, where our objective was to balance between
predictability and interpretability — i.e., to not only build a stable model that reveals the potential
in machine learning to scalably infer the language of minority stress, but also to help us understand
the linguistic nuances in expressing minority stress on social media.
Building intersectionality and diversity into strategies to conduct LGBTQ+ mental health research is an important goal [78]. A limitation of this work is that we have not considered how
minority stressors might manifest themselves differently among gender and sexual minorities with
intersecting identity facets. Further, use of the queer theory to understand LGBTQ+ experiences is
advocated, because it builds upon the idea that gender is part of the essential self and emphasizes
the socially constructed nature of sexual acts and identities [60]. Situating our minority stressor
identification approach in these theoretical lenses constitute an important area for future work.
8 CONCLUSION
This paper studied the language of minority stress experiences of LGBTQ+ identities on social
media. Drawing on Meyer’s minority stress theory, and adopting a combined qualitative and
computational approach, this paper examined the language on a LGBTQ+ online community on
Reddit (r/lgbt subreddit), and makes three primary contributions. First, a theoretically grounded
codebook to identify minority stressors across three types of minority stress— prejudice events,
perceived stigma, and internalized LGBTphobia. Second, a machine learning classifier to identify
social media posts expressing minority stress experiences at scale. The classifier used a variety of
features, ranging across word embeddings, psycholinguistic attributes, hateful keywords, sentiment,
and open-vocabulary based n-grams, and achieved a mean AUC of 0.80. Finally, we conducted
deeper post-hoc analysis on minority stress language to obtain lexicons of linguistic markers, along
with their contextualization in the minority stress theory. We believe our work bears the potential
to help understand the prevalence of minority stress in online discussions, and support tailored
interventions sensitive to the needs of LGBTQ+ individuals and communities.
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